The hardware status of the 200 MHz accelerating system is described together with changes that are foreseen in the near future. 
(ii) Beam loading effects at transition. Variations in charge distribution from bunch to bunch lead to transient beam loading in the cavity. In particular for double batch injection there are two "holes" in the beam which are longer than the filling time of the cavities (700 nsec). The first bunch after the hole will see a higher voltage than those following, the voltage dropping linearly during 700 nsec to a steady value. To receive the same energy gain per turn these first few bunches must have a stable phase different from the average (average stable phase is 350 from the zero crossing of the voltage). At transition the phase slip is zero and the beam loading is purely resistive. Refer to the phasor diagram, Fig. 1 The coupled bunch mode theory developed by Sachere#) has been extended to cover the particular case of the SPS. A plot of the beam and cavity frequency shifts at threshold are given in Fig. 4 A feedback system operating as follows has successfully damped these dipole modes. The instantaneous phase of the bunches is acquired over one turn and stored for one quarter of a synchrotron period in a serial analog memory (during this time, the phase offset converts to an energy offset). The information is then applied via a loop amplifier to a phase shifter in the cavity drive lines. This damps the oscillation if the gain is sufficient. By gating the feedback at the revolution frequency it is even possible to stabilize part of the batch, the remainder remaining unstable (Fig. 5) Therefore the required spread will be only 1/iffsmaller. The Landau damping cavities will act upon all modes to stabilize the bunches. Until they are installed the increased matching voltage in the SPS due to the doubling of cavities in the CPS will help reduce the effect.
(iv) Coupled 
